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Surely ‘heights’? – Ed.) to

which banks will go to gain publicity for mobile payments technology.
Climbers Horacio Galanti and Horacio Cunietti from Argentina will attempt to carry out mobile
banking transactions using Breeze, a mobile banking app developed by Standard Chartered. They will
do this as they attempt to reach the summit, which stands 8,848 metres above sea level.
Standard Chartered’s aim is to commemorate the first successful ascent of Everest by Edmund Hilary
and Tenzing Norgay on 29 May 1953. More practically, it is also meant to highlight the potential of
the app itself, which was made to help users transfer funds, pay bills and manage their money. It
includes a calendar that can help monitor transactions, a wish list that can be used to make plans, and the ability to top up your mobile phone and
book movie and airline tickets.
The two Horacios’ own objective is to help preserve the natural appeal and environment of Everest by helping to clear up some of the used oxygen
tanks, food tins, climbing equipment and other detritus left behind by previous expeditions.
“This expedition will see two remarkable individuals do extraordinary things through their efforts to improve the environment on Mount Everest
and also harness the power of mobile technology to prove that banking can be a Breeze even on the highest mountain on earth,” said Ashley
Veasey, chief information officer for Standard Chartered in Hong Kong.
This is not the first time an outlandish exploit has been linked to mobile banking technology. Former Goldman Sachs banker Anton Kreil is due to
transact the world’s first trade from space next year – including a currency trade and a stock trade, apparently. Kreil will make use of the new Lynx
XCOR MKII space shuttle, courtesy of private venture Space Expedition Corporation.
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What do Monty Python star Michael Palin, a municipal cemetery, the rock band Def Leppard and a long-running debate in the press room at Sibos
have in common? The answer is Sheffield, Palin’s home town, which has for some years now been an also ran in the choice of the next venue for
Swift’s annual travelling circus.
Tags; Sibos, SIBOS Daily News

Duel in The Sun …

Temenos execs were surprised when a group of attractive young women started approaching delegates outside its annual user conference in Abu
Dhabi this week. The delegates – existing and potential bank customers – were being tempted by the offer of cocktails in the adjacent hotel, and
the prospect of helicopter rides.
Tags; Temenos, Core banking

Now that’s what I call an offshore investment

Good news for those with a need for real-time financial market data at their salty fingertips while making crossing the world’s oceans: Thomson
Reuters and Bloomberg services have both been benchmarked aboard ship in a proper offshore passage. Brighton-based Beacon Electronic Trading
Solutions stress-tested the Thomson Reuters Eikon and Bloomberg Anywhere products on board the [...]
Tags; Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, Market Data

Print is not dead – it’s just turned baaaad

As a rule of thumb, the fastest adopters of new technology are pornographers and criminals (two sets that often overlap). So it should come as no
surprise that the latest thing to worry security specialists is 3-D printing. You’ll have seen the stories in the papers about how you can create real
working guns with [...]
Tags; Financial Crime
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